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Mystery surrounding Kalkaji temple in Delhi – Is it not a Sati Shaktipeeth? 

THE UNKNOWN HISTORY OF THE KALKAJI TEMPLE IN DELHI 

It remains of great significance as to whether the ancient shrine of the Kalkaji temple in Delhi is                  

indeed what it appears to be today or is it one of the Sati Shaktipeeths? While there are opinions                   

and arguments concerning its original status, and although documentary evidences seem to have             

been lost, distorted, or hidden, here we highlight some of the verifiable facts that suggest it to be                  

a Sati shaktipeeth, the divine seat of goddess Sati. 

Folklore states that the body parts of Goddess Sati fell on the Earth in 51 places as Lord Vishnu                   

cut her body by the Sudarshana chakra when Lord Shiva was traversing the universe with her                

body placed on His shoulder. So is said that the 51 places are the Shaktipeeths or the Devi                  

Temples. 

The ancient history of the Kalkaji temple of Delhi is surrounded by mystery. Although there are                

number of stories connected to this temple, one being that there were two demons who were                

slayed by goddess Durga at this place, the fact remains that the history of the temple remains                 

obscure and relatively unknown. This temple is said to exist since Satya yuga, or the time                

mentioned in Vedic texts as the beginning of creation. 

However, since the original temple was broken by the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb, the temple’s              

history also remained obscure since various evidences relating to the real truth were razed to the                

ground. 



The prime characteristics of a goddess Sati Shaktipeeth is the existence of a goddess ‘Pindi’ that                

were formed at the time the body part fell on the ground. The most important association that the                  

‘Shakti Pindi’ has is with the ‘Swayambhu’ or a self-manifested Shivlinga that exists at each and                

every Shaktipeeth temple. This happened due to the decision that Lord Shiva had taken not to                

leave Goddess Sati’s body and hence He remained himself in the form of a Lingam with every                 

Pandi of Sati. These Pindis exist as an immovable and undisplacable rock-form of a feminine               

body part. In all such temples, the Shivlinga cannot be taken out of the Earth. Folklore and                 

ancient scriptures state that the Shivlinga extends towards ‘Patala’, the lower planetary system of              

the Universe, or towards the core of the Earth. These Swayambhu Shivlingas are considered to               

be the most sacred and with a permanent permeating power emanating towards the Earth and the                

atmosphere simultaneously. These are capable of generating the highest attainments in the            

spiritual, material and cultural realms. They manifest themselves due to a resolve of Lord Shiva               

to establish Himself at a particular place, and hence their discovery or re-discovery never              

happens by chance. It is only due to the Lord’s grace that an ardent devotee is given premonition                  

to look up for the Shivlinga at a particular point. 

This became evident at a time when the slave dynasty ruled Delhi and an order was passed to                  

remove the Shivlinga from its present place. However hard did they try, the Shivlinga did not                

budge. It is said that the then Muslim saint Hazrat Nizamuddin Auliya was called there and when                 

he informed the Emperor that this particular Shivlinga cannot be moved, that finally the Emperor               

found out another way to make a passageway. 

Also, each Shaktipeeth temple is associated with a Bhairav Nath Temple, or a ‘Kshetrapal’,              

meaning the Bhairav who looks after that particular area of the Shaktipeeth. Lord Shiva had               

himself appointed a Bhairav or his ‘Gana’ at each of the Sati temples in order to protect them                  

from all evil influences. So is also the case with the Kalkaji temple with the Kshetrapal Bhairav                 

temple being a few hundred meters away. 



Most importantly, all sati temples are located on a mountainous location. The Kalkaji temple is               

also located at the ‘Suryakoot’ Mount in the Aravalli range. However, the time when Mughal               

Emperor Aurangzeb gave orders to demolish the temple, the major evidences to the real history               

of the temple were destroyed. And the time after about 80 years when the Marathas reconstructed                

the temple, the priests happened to attain the status of the owners in due course of time. 

In the process, the offerings to the goddess in terms of gold, silver and money are not utilized for                   

the upkeep or the maintenance of the temple. This is primarily because there is no temple trust at                  

present, no strong room to safeguard the offerings. There is a great need and scope for the temple                  

cleanliness, Dharamshalas, gardens, civic amenities, old age home and women shelters. 

The facts that prove the Kalkaji temple as a Sati Shaktipeeth shall eliminate all ownership issues,                

and the formation of a temple trust shall bring back the glory of the temple that all the rich Hindu                    

temple trusts possess. 

  

 

 
 


